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From publisher blurb: The key elements of Narosia are to provide a fantasy setting that is both familiar and new. The familiarity is found in the common fantasy Narosia: Sea of Tears Fantasy RPG - Legendsmiths DriveThruRPG. Post your game reviews in this forum. Click here for help on writing game reviews. Subscribe sub options, 0, 0, N/A. Sessions. Post your session reports here. Narosia: Sea of Tears by Shane D Harsch.
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Narosia: Sea of Tears 1 Aug 2012. Narosia is a gritty fantasy RPG of dramatic action, divine favor, high magic, and epic narrative - powered by the HERO System. Narosia: Sea of Tears Fantasy RPG by Silverback. 1 Aug 2012. Silverback Press & Legendsmiths is raising funds for Narosia: The Sea Of Tears fantasy RPG on Kickstarter! Narosia is a gritty fantasy RPG of Legendsmiths Narosia Sea of Tears by Shane D Harsch - Kmart Narosia: Sea of Tears is a roleplaying game for two to eight players. Through a blend of imagination and rules the players will create the story of their heroes as. Narosia: Sea of Tears - ENWorld Narosia: Sea of Tears is a roleplaying game for two to eight players. Through a blend of imagination and rules the players will create the story of their heroes as. Narosia: Sea of Tears Fantasy RPG [PDF] :: PDF :: IPR Narosia: Sea of Tears. 19 likes. Roleplaying Game. Narosia: Sea of Tears RPG Item RPGGeek 28 Jul 2015. Narosia: Sea of Tears Fantasy RPG - Betrayal. Hubris. Punishment. Revenge. Subjugation. Salvation. Cataclysm. Perseverance. Hope. This is Narosia: The Sea Of Tears fantasy RPG by Silverback. - Kickstarter 10 Nov 2016. I saw on the Legendsmith site that you are planning to merge the Narosia development with Nova6, does this mean that Narosia will be redone Narosia: Sea of Tears by Shane Harsch - Angus and Robertson Narosia: Sea of Tears by Shane D Harsch. Title: Narosia: Sea of Tears. Author Shane D. Harsch. Format Paperback. Dimensions 8.5 in. x 1 in. x 11 in. Narosia: Sea of Tears. Author Shane D. Harsch. Format Paperback. Dimensions 8.5 in. x 1 in. x 11 in.
